New and Remanufactured GE and AMD Pitch Motors

Includes the new Nidec 3rd Generation .50/.51 encoder, brake and blower

Features

- Precision sealed bearings with high temperature grease. This is most common failure mode on OEM designs.
- Upgraded Avtron digital encoder for easy diagnosing.
- All windings include class H high temp 180 C insulation and inverter duty wire
- Lip seal machined and install on shaft end head.
- Precision balanced
- Inner case flooded/varnish treated with polyester class H varnish and oven baked
- New shaft on every motor made from stress proof steel
- Grounding brush installed on every motor.
- Ceramic bearings are available for $300.00 extra
- Can offer keyed or splined shaft for remanufacture. Can also convert keyed motors to splined motors.
- Two sets of new RTDs are included on every motor for both GE and AMD.

Options

➢ We offer completely new motors for the 20 NM version. This would come with the upgraded bearings, encoder, windings. We can also remanufacture. Note: for 30 NM version, we only offer remanufactured motors. Not new. We can offer with the upgraded bearings, encoder, and windings.

➢ For remanufactured pitch motors, we ship immediately from stock (most common configurations). Core must be returned within 45 days.

➢ We offer remanufactured top hats with exchange (Nanjing, Rossi, Liebherr, etc.)

➢ Please let us know if you have any old cores, value is $50/ea. We arrange pickup!

➢ All pitch motors come with a 2-year warranty and accessories (based on the date of install).